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reno by the sea

This coastal home wasn’t taking advantage of it’s prime seaside location. A new
layout opened up its views, and a soft gray-blue palette helped modernize it.

M OST
BAC KS PL AS H
WI N DOWS
ARE FIXE D ;
TH E S E O PE N .

n BOXE D I N A choppy floor plan blocked
natural light from the kitchen and great room
and all but cut off Debbie and Larry Calhoun’s
seaside views. A muted 1970s color palette
dated this Southern California home.
n B RI G HT AN D O PE N The Calhouns had walls
removed and support structures relocated to
transform the small galley kitchen and isolated
dining area into an open space for cooking
and entertaining. The centerpiece is a
waterfall-style quartzite island that separates
the kitchen from the living area and creates an
efficient work triangle.
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Before & After

The blue glass
backsplash echoes
ocean tones. A mix
of neutral materials
like stainless steel,
warm woods, iron,
and mercury glass
keep the look from
going too mod or
too rustic. Two
awning windows
flank the new range
and bring in sunlight
previously let in by
an old greenhouse
window, right.

HOME BET TER LIVING

BEFORE

Accordion-style
glass doors let in
plenty of light and
open the revamped
dining room to a
balcony. A round table
keeps paths clear.
A bank of cabinetry
acts as a modern
alternative to a hutch,
equipping the space
for entertaining with
barware storage, a
buffet counter, and
an undercounter
beverage refrigerator.
Relocating the sink
and dishwasher to the
new island forms a
more efficient work
triangle between
range, sink, and fridge.

Stopping Traffic

In addition to opening the kitchen, dining room, and living room to
each other, the new floor plan improves work zones and guest traffic
patterns. A large appliance wall, right, keeps open refrigerator
doors away from the cook space. Locating beverages and barware
in the dining area keeps thirsty guests out of the chef’s way.
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On three sides
of the great room,
high clerestory
windows keep light
pouring in throughout
the day while
maintaining privacy.
Designer Brittney
Nielsen pulled the blue
from the kitchen
backsplash throughout
the home. It starts with
graphic Spanish-style
tile framing the stately
entrance, left, and
continues in interior
accents in the living
room, far left.
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BLENDING FINISHES

Stucco, wrought iron, and a terra-cotta roof give the exterior its classic Southern
California Spanish styling. The interior takes that inspiration in a modern direction by incorporating similar materials and
colors in a more streamlined way. The dark color of the door’s iron scrolls reappears around windows. Ornate tile around the
garage is reinterpreted as simple subway tile, and the warm tones of the roof repeat in the wood floor and barstools. n

